
An overview of the Christmas tree scheme by Pam Towler 

 

Kirkbymoorside has had the two big Xmas trees for many years and around 35 years ago the then 

mayor Tony Clark and the Traders association thought it would be good to have some more 

decoration around the main streets. Pam Towler set up the scheme for the small trees in individual 

brackets on initially the shops and businesses. The brackets were made at the forge by Mike 

Hammond and Richard Harrison and latterly by Gerry McMahon and Bob Ibbotson. Gradually the 

numbers increased as gaps were filled in along the roads into the town and now there are about 150 

trees erected.  

 

The town scheme was for multi coloured lights to give a uniform feel of a country market town. 

The trees were collected for many years from the archway at Towlers chemist, but in the last few 

years Rita Gibson and Stephen Helm have taken over the distribution from Piercy End. 

Some of the trees at places, such as the Memorial Hall, library and businesses were erected by Dave 

Turnbull and Doug Taylor with helpers and now Mark Robinson and Darren Collier have taken on this 

big task. 

 

In the last few years I have been helped by Katherine Gold and Julie Watson who has kindly agreed 

to take on the task of going around and collecting up the orders each year, which is quite a job now 

there are so many trees. 

 

I’d like to thank everyone who joins in the considerable team effort and gives their time free of 

charge, and all the people who put up their trees to enhance our town and make it look so festive.  

 

Pam Towler. 

 

The town Christmas lights and decorations 

The town Christmas lights are installed by a group of volunteers lead by Mark Robinson and 

Darren Collier who commit whole heartedly to this task every year!! This team includes Mark 

Robinson, Paul Featherston, Tony Barnet, Darren Collier, Shane Johnson, Andy Prout, Doug 

Taylor, Phil Ward, Sid Brackley, Paul Todd and Phil Gospel.  

Without the volunteers festive spirit and willing to contribute to the community there would 

be no Christmas lights in Kirkbymoorside. 

This year the Town tree will have twice as many fairy lights as last year, together with 200 

baubles and festive bells which the Town Clerk personally strung together.  

Additionally fairy lights adorn the silver birch trees on Piercy End and High Market Place and 

thanks go to Mick and Ann Potter, the Saxon Family and Donald who have permitted these 

lights to be plugged in to their premises. 

 

 

 


